1. Introduction. In the introduction of the preceding paper we remarked that no one has given an asymptotic formula for the number of partitions into primes. As a step in that direction we now give, under the assumption of the Riemann hypothesis, an asymptotic formula for the summatory function A (k) of a certain weighted partition function a(k) involving primes and powers of primes.
As pointed out in the introduction of the previous paper, the generating function of the type of partition we have in mind is given by (1) iy(s) -ft-= Z aT(*)«-\ "_i (1 -<r"»)*<•> j_0
where y(n) ^ 0, R [s] >0. Using the Mellin formula for e~' we get from (1) (2) ioggyis^±r+Kim±^±^u
If y(n) has been chosen in such a manner as to yield an "amenable" Dirichlet series, the calculus of residues will give more or less useful information concerning gy(s). For example, if y(n) = l, then ay(k) =p(k), and the method leads directly to the usual transformation formula for the generating function of the unrestricted partition function. If we consider the weighted partition function involving primes and powers of primes obtained by choosing y{n)=A{n), we have^ tw = g am reo n
and the properties of the latter function are well known. For this choice of y(n) we drop subscripts on ay(k) and gy(s) and write
If we were to choose y{n) as 1 if n is a prime and 0 otherwise, then ay(k) would be exactly the number of partitions of k into primes, but we would have to deal with the less tractable function Z p~'. Using (2) with y(n) =A(n), we obtain by means of the calculus of residues an asymptotic formula for g(s) as s tends to 0 within an angle of the form |arg s\ ^00<t/2, namely
and rs = exp(-1 + S+?7>
ps" sin (irp/2) p j" the summations being taken over the complex zeros of f (z). We shall show that Z(s) =o(| s|_1), so that 7r2/6s is the dominant term in the exponent of e in (3). Now if we assume the Riemann hypothesis, we can show that g(s) satisfies the conditions of a Tauberian theorem of Ingham [2] . Applying this theorem, we get (6)
where Ki = {3/2irYnKi/ir, and a-is the positive solution, existent and unique for k sufficiently large, of
1 /tt2 \ As k tends to infinity, a tends to 0 and
in conformity with (9) of the previous paper. In contrast to (9) of the previous paper, the powers of primes make an essential contribution to (6).
In order to get an asymptotic formula for a(k) we would need to apply Ingham's theorem to £ {a(k) -a(k -l)}<r"» = (1 -e-)g(s). fc-0 However, the use of Ingham's theorem would require that we know that a(k) is nondecreasing for large k, which seems difficult to establish (if true).
In the Hardy-Ramanujan
Farey-arc method [l ]\ one would consider *(*) = n n_, (1 - in the neighborhood of its singularities at the points eiTai,b, where a and b are integers. In our case we have x = e~', R[s]>0, and consider the approach of 5 to 2ero. This corresponds to considering only the most important of the singularities, namely that at « = 1.
2. The asymptotic formula for g(s). Taking the logarithm of (1), with y(n) =A(«), we have " " A(«) log g(s) = 22 22 --e-*"m,
where s is complex, \s\ ^1, |arg s\ 5S0o<7r/2, and log g(l) is real.
Using the Mellin transform,
Now we consider
where the integral is taken around the rectangle 3/2 -T"i, 3/2 + T,i, -3/2 + T"i, -3/2 -Tei. T" [3, pp. 340-341] is an ordinate between the positive integers g and f+1 upon which f(z) has no zeros, and for which (10) f(* ± T"i)
r(* ± Tai) <ciog2rB, fjS.2.
Note: We put z = x+yi, since we later wish to follow Ingham [2] , who uses s = ff-\-ti. We then put y=T" for the particular set of ordinates in question, following Landau [3] .
We estimate the integral over the end segments (3/2 +TV, -3/2 + 7,Dj) and ( -3/2 -T"i, 3/2 -T"i). On these segments we have, in addition to (10) I r(z) I g Ce-*T°i*T,.
Putting (s fixed)
we have \s~"\ ^ CeT^0.
Thus the absolute value of the integral (9) over the end segments is less than or equal to C(e-*T«i*Ta)(Te*)(eT°°°)(log* T") ^ C exp (T0(60 -x/2) + 4 log T").
With 7r/2-00 = f?1>0, we may absorb the 4 log T" by using as an exponent 6iTg/2. We obtain as our final estimation,
If we denote the sum of the residues within the rectangle of integration by Sr», (9) becomes
Next we compute Sro. For this purpose we alter the integrand of (12) by means of At z=l, z = -1, and at each of the complex zeros of f(z), (15) has a simple pole. (15) has a double pole at the origin.
We compute the residues at the simple poles first.
Since f'00 = 1 fW z -1 the residue at z=l is
The sum of the residues at the complex zeros of f (z) is
p.IyKTV p(sin (xp/2)s"
where p=ß-\-yi runs over the complex zeros of f(z). Each zero is counted to its multiplicity.
f(-l)
In order to obtain the residue at the double pole at the origin, we use the following expansions (P(z) denotes a power series convergent for [z| small enough) (!)'-1 + z log -+ z*P(z), where 6 = log 2tt-1-y/2, 7 being Euler's constant.
We find that the residue at z = 0 is where Z(s) is given by (5).
In the integrand of the absolutely convergent integral which appears in (20), (11) gives \s~'\ =rVie~>". Thus the integral is 0(r3/2) = 0(r) for r tending to zero, and so we get the transformation formula (21) log g{s) = ^ + Z(s) 4-log 2ir log * -1 + f! 4-£ ~t + 0(r). 6s 24 , p
This gives (3) at once. Since 1/(1 -e~'n) = (l/s») {l+o(l)} as |s|-»0, each factor of (1) (with y(n) =A(«)) for which A(«)=^0 makes a contribution of importance to (3) . Thus the powers of primes make an essential contribution to the transformation formula, and hence ultimately to our result for A(k). The "size" of this contribution is readily seen: Write g(s) = «.war» = (n 7:-( n 1 >
(1 -<r*f)'°«V (1 -e~"w,)lotpy and since z2pm£*;>*^ l°g P~xin, (6) of the preceding paper applied to gi(s) and g2(s) separately gives (log2 T + log T log log T + a log r\ log T )
Put r= -log r and both terms -»0 as r-»0. This establishes (23).
3. Application of Ingham's Tauberian Theorem. We see at once that /i 00 n 00
e-"'dA(u) = s I e-"'. We note that Ingham's theorem has ^4(0) =0, whereas it has been convenient for us to write ^4(0) = 1. This does not affect the result.
We desire to apply Ingham's theorem with On the other hand, using (23) again, we obtain for sufficiently small <r *"0) > x2/4.r3.
Thus: |ep"(cr+z)| <af>"(<r) uniformly in z.
Hypothesis (i): This has already been established. See (21). Hypothesis (ii): We must show that I g(s) I g Cx(r)e*«, s-»0, for every fixed do of (11). This is equivalent to proving that s10'ir exp Q-+ Z(s)) j £ rlo«2* exp 0-+ Z(r) + Cj.
The problem thus reduces to finding a C, independent of s, such that: This gives = Zc°s ißß + 7 l°g 0 + sin 00 + 7 log r)}.
Thus we must show that -(1 -cos0) + C ^ Z -{Xe?» cos (0/3 + T log r) 6r , r" + Fe7' sin (0/3 + 7 log r) -X cos (7 log r) -Y sin (7 log r)}. Now 1-cos 0^0V4 for |ö| ^ir/2. If we expand cos (0/3+7 log r) and sin (0/3+7 log r), and collect terms, it will be sufficient to
show that: and where cr is the solution, existent and unique for <r small enough, of (7). Z(s) is given by (5).
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